
Narelle van den Bos
Good Morning commissioners

Our company works in the 
land use – transport interaction field. 
Our colleagues in the

ACT, 
NSW and 
Queensland  - have recognised our skills and placed us on their state government 
panels

I am presenting the overall current and future predicted traffic congestion  while Paul will 
be looking at more specific traffic problems and their unsatisfactory solutions that were 
raised in the SIMTA EIS and now 10 years later still haven’t been addressed. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Narelle van den Bos. About 30 ½ years ago, my husband and I started our company to specialise in the numerical and analytical aspects of the land use  - transport interaction.  Our company is on the ACT, NSW and Queensland  - State Government panels. That means trat our colleagues in those States have enough confidence in our skills to place us on their State Government transport modelling panels.We work in the land use – transport interaction field  - where land use planning and transportation engineering overlapI like to give a bigger picture of Moorebank.Paul will give a more detailed view of the traffic engineering issues.



Current 
Congested Traffic 
Position



SIMTA intermodal

Moorebank 
intermodal is on an 
island, therefore it is 
expensive to ‘fix’ 
the traffic 
infrastructure?

Location of bridges 
on roads that must be 
crossed to get off the 
island

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The local bridges are identified by those red stars.



SIMTA intermodal

Traffic is already bad in the 
area. My first hand 
experience getting to work 
is:
Traffic in the morning is 
about once a week is backed 
up to Chipping Norton 
roundabout
Traffic in the afternoon 
about once a week is banked 
up to Cabramatta road 
It was a 12 minute trip now it 
is often closer to 25 minutes

First hand 
experience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The local bridges are identified by those red stars.



Deficiencies of the Existing Arterial Road Network – Liverpool City Council

Moorebank 
Intermodal 

Terminal

TfNSW - M5 Bridge needs to be widened before 2016

MIC – new rail overpass

MIC – new bridge over Georges River

SIMTA EIS – Intersections with Level of Service F  
with background traffic only

TfNSW – by 2026 roads will at peak hour 
conditions all day

SIMTA EIS Report 19 shows enhanced M5 Access  -- not costed

M5 Widening identified issues

Moorebank Av Upgrade in 
2029/2030

only road infrastructure cost in 
Detailed Business Case

MIC – new CBD bypass

Bankstown City Council – SIMTA EIS response
grade separate intersection

Bankstown City Council – SIMTA EIS response
grade separate intersection

Bankstown City Council – SIMTA EIS response
upgrade Henry Lawson Dr

Campbelltown City Council – SIMTA EIS response
Glenfield to M5 connection

Campbelltown City Council – SIMTA EIS response
Upgrade culvert of Georges River

Sydney’s worst incident spot ( 
AMMI insurance Company)

Pinch point: 6-lane highway – 4-lane bridge

Literature 
Study of 
Existing 
Moorebank 
traffic 
issues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This image summaries the traffic issues by Liverpool CouncilTfNSWM5 Widening projectSIMTABankstown CouncilCampbelltown CouncilMICL 



Both SIMTA and MCL studies have shown that there are major 
traffic problems in the area. 



Moorebank 
Intermodal is in 
the wrong place



2 * Brisbane

For planning purposes: yellow area
Population 2 *Brisbane    Freight = 2 * Brisbane

Port Newcastle

Port Botany

Port Kembla

Possible options:

About 2 million people in the yellow area

Airport

NSW Government estimates:  in 20 years
Approximately 2,000,000 TEU’s
• 1,500,000 TEU’s for Badgerys Creek 

intermodal 
• 500,000TEU’s for Eastern Creek 

intermodal  

Eastern Creek

Badgerys Creek

200,000 people = Townsville

300,000 people = Canberra
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• Port Newcastle
• Port Botany
• Port Kembla
• combination

Moorebank is the 
wrong location for an 
intermodal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Latest Plan for Sydney – three separate CitiesYellow area = twice the size of BrisbaneUltimately 212,000 jobs	– about 9-10 Bangaroo developmentsIronically – the NSW Government is building West Connex  + second harbour tunnel + Metros  --  in the oldest and most established part of Sydney



NSW Government has a “carry freight by truck” policy
for every container on the train – three must be carried by truck

(more precisely, 72% must be carried by truck and 28% by rail)

the earlier policy was
60% must be carried by truck  and 40% by rail
That policy has a long history – has been abandoned -- involved $$$   
Small print: -- think about  toll operators who make money from trucks –
--- If the infrastructure is in place --- it is free money 
(think of the M4, M5 and M7 and the other toll roads being built) 

Government policy insists on road transportation, this only 
creates further road congestion. 



Port Botany plus Broader Sydney Employment Area  Trucks brought to Moorebank

Moorebank

Eastern Creek

Take trucks off the road – Labour Party

Very profitable for toll roads – Liberal Party

Wetherill Park
45% of Port Botany’s market

Moorebank is not the right location to increase trucks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The plot shows the destinations of the truck movements from Port Botany for 2011.The raw data was from the NSW Freight data, which was freely available at that time.We used that data to plot the freight destinations,The bars are coloured to distinguish the different types of trucksThe Red bars are the Articulated trucks,The Blue bars are the Rigid trucks and The Yellow bars are those white utes and vans.The height represents the number of those truck types.45% of all the trucks from Port Botany go to Wetherill Park  Here is Moorebank and there is Eastern Creek – there were plans for both.If the railway line were to be built to connect Port Botany to Moorebank  – that would remover from Part Botany – good for the Labour Party .The trucks from Moorebank paying toll is good for the Liberal Party.At the time of planning, Moorebank was only slightly ahead of Eastern CreekFor both political parties at Federal and State level -- Moorebank is a answer.What about the  freight?



Existing truck movements for Import Customers (from Port Botany)
overlayed on the Draft Broader Sydney Employment Area  Structure Plan

Enfield
Less than 20% of its capacity – 8 years after opening
What went wrong?
Short-rail-trip issue

Enfield short Haul a problem so expect that will be a problem 
for Moorebank

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enfield intermodal was going to be the show case for the NSW Government.Look at the location of Enfield – it is right in the middle of all those tall pillars.It was meant to display the success of the rail-intermodal-truck system -- it would take 1,000s of trucks off the road.Legislation was past  to bypass existing laws.However, experts from all parties were battling it out in the private and public arenas.Now, eight years after opening, Enfield is operates at less than 20% of its capacity.Why did all the wisest people in the government get this so wrong?Why did all the wisest people in the government get this so wrong?Why is it operating at less than 20% of its capacity?Short answer:  it is more economical to use those green trucks with the dollar signs.     



2012 - 2022

Enfield short Haul a problem so expect that will be a 
problem for Moorebank

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This recommendation comes from Infrastructure NSW 2012-2032 documentREAD�It clearly suggests to wait for Enfield to show good results before funding work for Moorebank. Or other intermodals Now we have the results for Enfield for a while – 8 years – it is operating at less than 20% of its capacity.Do the Federal and State governments really think that the percentage for Moorebank Intermodal will be 80% - 100% or 120% of its capacity?It is most unlikely.



Intermodal 
congests traffic 
more 
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Existing 
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issues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This image summaries the traffic issues by Liverpool CouncilTfNSWM5 Widening projectSIMTABankstown CouncilCampbelltown CouncilMICL 



Scale: Max 1,500

Port BotanyMoorebank

Expected width - 3,300

Trucks from Port Botany = reduction in traffic

Trucks from Moorebank = increase in traffic

By visual inspection – 3,300 trucks DO NOT get taken off the road which 
represents 75% of the $10 billion economic benefits
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Difference plot 
Green = less traffic 
Red = more traffic

Truck traffic transferred from Port Botany to Moorebank

Cost/benefit analysis 
should be redone

Moorebank already 
has enough traffic 
issues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This image comes from the MICL EIS 1 documents.it shows what would happen if Moorebank Intermodal would be built.The green lines show the trucks from Port Botany – if Moorebank was NOT builtThe red lines show the trucks from Moorebank if Moorebank WAS built.The thick green line represents the 3,300 trucks that are expected to be taken off the M5. This image shows that taking 3,300 trucks off the M5 Motorway is fanciful  -- but it remains a foundational fact for publicity 



Intermodal 
warehousing 
congests traffic 
even more 



On 14th November 2012, Robin Renwick, First Assistant Secretary, 
Moorebank Project Office, Department of Finance and Deregulation, 
in his speech at the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce, stated that 
some 1250 ha of potential warehousing around Liverpool was 
available to support the Moorebank Intermodal. 

He encouraged the Chamber to take up the challenge and support 
the Intermodal for the good of the local community by developing 
these lands as warehousing.

1250 potential warehousing land
Warehousing makes traffic even 
worse?



Traffic created 
from warehousing 
has been 
underestimated in 
modelling work. 



Induced traffic has 
not been 
considered at all.
Traffic created 
from warehousing 
has been 
underestimated in 
modelling work. 
Plumbers electricians, 
carpenters, mechanics, 
logistics, managers, technical 
support employees must 
service these sites. 

Cost/benefit 
analysis 
should be 
redone
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I have given almost 40 presentations to politicians, councillors, business 
people, the media and all three PAC and now two IPC meetings because I 
know this development will make our already congested traffic even worse, 
perhaps traffic will be at a stand still. 

The proponents themselves have modelled and shown that the transport 
infrastructure cannot cope with the expected traffic.

According to the community  who investigated this, the NSW Government has 
spent over $500,000 on modelling the traffic

We do not have access to it.  “just trust us” What is there to hide?

This implies that the Proponents were wrong in the EIS documents.



Late last year, the most Senior Person in the NSW Government advised me that they are building a 
brand new model that will be available in August this year. We can look at it and be convinced that 
the traffic will work. What!!!!!!!! the decisions have already been made how 
can it be that we will see the model in August this year!!!!!!!!!

How is it that further increases in TEU capacity  of the intermodal have been approved when any of 
the old modelling we had access to made it clear that the 
traffic simply     DOES NOT WORK?????? Wait until we see the new model 
that shows the improvements will work before there are more 
extensions.

Why should anything be approved – if it is based on the old modelling work that indicates there will 
be further congestion?  

The NSW Government is now planning to build 4 bridges – two over Georges River, and two over the 
railway lines plus three expensive ramps !!!!!!!  This was never costed into the original application 
for approval and we do not believe they will solve the areas traffic problems. 
The cost/benefit analysis has to be redone.
The latest modifications where the height of the warehousing is going to be tripled with the belief 
that the traffic is the same as if the warehousing is only one story. This is obviously not correct. Traffic 
will be increased significantly with more warehousing space. Especially with destuffing taking place.



Traffic models must be examined by experienced practitioners who 
are reputable and include all traffic generators into their model.

• Laymen may think that all the traffic is actually represented in the 
network when this may not be correct, traffic models often hold 
back queues of traffic in order to allow the traffic to flow in the 
system. If the modeller is not looking for these he/she may be 
unaware of this.

• Another common mistake is misinterpreting where the traffic 
flow is on the traffic curve. There can be a low throughput of 
traffic due to actually not much traffic or it can be because the 
system is congested. 

Warning - Misinterpretation of the traffic models

Paul will expand further on the traffic modelling technical issues.
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